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Abstract
This paper introduces a new image-based handwritten historical digit dataset named Arkiv Digital Sweden (ARDIS). The

images in ARDIS dataset are extracted from 15,000 Swedish church records which were written by different priests with

various handwriting styles in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The constructed dataset consists of three single-digit

datasets and one-digit string dataset. The digit string dataset includes 10,000 samples in red–green–blue color space, whereas

the other datasets contain 7600 single-digit images in different color spaces. An extensive analysis of machine learning

methods on several digit datasets is carried out. Additionally, correlation between ARDIS and existing digit datasets Modified

National Institute of Standards and Technology (MNIST) and US Postal Service (USPS) is investigated. Experimental results

show that machine learning algorithms, including deep learning methods, provide low recognition accuracy as they face

difficulties when trained on existing datasets and tested on ARDIS dataset. Accordingly, convolutional neural network trained

on MNIST and USPS and tested on ARDIS provide the highest accuracies 58:80% and 35:44%, respectively. Consequently,

the results reveal that machine learning methods trained on existing datasets can have difficulties to recognize digits effectively

on our dataset which proves that ARDIS dataset has unique characteristics. This dataset is publicly available for the research

community to further advance handwritten digit recognition algorithms.

Keywords Handwritten digit recognition � ARDIS dataset � Machine learning methods � Benchmark

1 Introduction

Recently, digitization of handwritten documents has

become significantly important to protect and store data

more efficiently. The growth of digitized handwritten

documents highlights new types of challenges and prob-

lems which lead to development of many automated and

computerized analysis systems. Generally, the developed

frameworks have been used to resolve various problems

such as character recognition, identity prediction, digit

segmentation and recognition, document binarization,

automatic analysis of birth, marriage and death records,

and many others [1–5]. Among them, this paper focuses on

the handwritten digit recognition problem.

In the last three decades, there has been vast escalation in

the development of handwritten digit recognition techniques

to convert digits into machine readable form. This escalation

stems from the fact that there are a wide range of applications

including online handwriting recognition on smart phones,

handwritten postal codes recognition to sort postal mails,

processing bank check amounts, and storing documents and

forms in digital formats based on handwritten numeric entries
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(e.g., year or document numbers) for easier retrieval and

information collection [6–8]. In this context, the existing

methods are either based on scanned data or on trajectory data

which are recorded during the writing process. Therefore,

based on the types of input data, the handwritten digit recog-

nition methods can be divided into two categories: online and

off-line recognition. This paper focuses on off-line recogni-

tion approach.

Off-line recognition is performed after the digit has been

written and it processes images which are captured using a

scanner or a digital camera. It is a traditional but still

challenging problem for many languages like English,

Chinese, Japanese, Farsi, Arabic, and Indian. This diffi-

culty stems from the fact that there are large variations in

writing styles, stroke thicknesses, shapes, and orientations

as well as existence of different kinds of noise which can

cause discontinuity in numerical characters. To tackle these

problems, in the last few decades, numerous frameworks

based on machine learning methods have been proposed

and developed mostly for modern handwritten documents.

Moreover, for standard evaluation of handwritten digit

recognition methods, a number of handwritten benchmark

datasets based on modern handwriting have been created.

This paper focuses on the off-line historical handwritten

digit recognition as recognizing handwritten digits in his-

torical document images is still an unsolved problem due to

the high variation within both the document background

and foreground.

Digits in handwritten historical documents are far more

difficult to classify as several factors such as paper texture,

aging, handwriting style, and the kind of ink and dip pen as

well as digit thickness, orientation, and appearance may

influence the performance of the classifier algorithms. In order

to improve performance and reliability of digit classifiers on

historical documents, a new digit dataset must be created since

available handwritten digit datasets have some limitations.

These limitations in current datasets are: (1) the digits are

collected from recently written (modern) and non-degraded

documents; (2) the digits are written in modern handwriting

styles; and (3) the digits are mostly written by ballpoint and

rollerball pens. Considering the aforementioned limitations,

we construct a new handwritten digit dataset named ARDIS

containing four different datasets (publicly available from:

https://ardisdataset.github.io/ARDIS/).

In the ARDIS dataset, the digits are collected from Swedish

historical documents that span the years from 1895 to 1970,

which were written in printing, copperplate, cursive, and

Gothic styles by different priests using various types of ink and

dip pen. Figure 1 illustrates an example of the historical

documents where the digits are collected. In ARDIS, the first

dataset contains 10,000 digit string images with 75 classes

based on date attribute. The other three datasets contain 7600

single-digit images in each, where the image color space, as

well as background and foreground formats, is different from

each other. To provide the research community with a rigor-

ous and comprehensive scientific benchmark, these four dif-

ferent datasets are publicly available. Moreover, we give

access to author-approved implementation of used machine

learning algorithms for training and testing and ranking of

existing algorithms. It is important to stress that, in this paper,

the main focus is not on designing a new complex machine

learning classifier framework, but rather understanding and

analyzing of existing architectures on historical documents

using available datasets and ARDIS. The experimental results

show the poor performance of machine learning methods

trained on publicly available digit datasets and tested on the

ARDIS, which emphasizes the necessity and added value of

constructing a new digit dataset for historical handwritten

digit recognition.

2 Related works

Instead of undertaking a detailed discussion of the existing

literature on handwritten digit recognition, we briefly

summarize the frequently used machine learning approa-

ches and datasets. An extensive survey of handwritten digit

recognition methods can be found in [2, 5, 9, 10].

2.1 Handwritten digit recognition methods

One of the simplest machine learning approaches which

have been used for handwritten digits recognition is k-

nearest neighbor (kNN) classifier. In this manner, Babu

et al. [11] propose a handwritten digit recognition method

based on kNN classifier. In this paper, firstly, structural

features such as number of holes, water reservoirs, maxi-

mum profile distances, and fill hole are extracted from the

Fig. 1 Partial view of a Swedish historical handwritten document recorded in 1899
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images and used for the recognition of numerals. After that,

a Euclidean minimum distance criterion is used to compute

distance of each query instance to all training samples.

Finally, kNN classifier is employed to classify the digits.

The authors reported a 96:94% recognition rate on MNIST

dataset. Many other kNN-based methods have also been

proposed [12–14]. Even though kNN algorithm is simple to

use, it has various disadvantages such as: (1) it has a sig-

nificant computational cost; (2) it does not take the struc-

ture of the data space into account; and (3) it provides low

recognition rate for multi-dimensional sets [15].

Another classifier approach that has been used in this

context is random forest technique. For instance, Bernard

et al. [16] test random forest classifier on MNIST dataset.

In this work, the grayscale multi-resolution pyramid

method [17] is used as a feature extraction technique.

Using the verified data for selecting parameters of random

forest classifier, they obtain a success accuracy of 93:27%.

Generally, random forest classifier results in poor classifi-

cation performance as it is constructed to mitigate the

overall error rate. Moreover, to deal with the problem of

handwritten digit recognition, several papers in the litera-

ture have also suggested adopting a probabilistic approach,

such as naive Bayes classifiers [18], hidden Markov model

[19], and Bayesian networks [20].

For decades, support vector machine (SVM) has been

acknowledged as a powerful classification tool for data

learning due to its high classification accuracy and good

generalization capability. Maji et al. [21] propose a hand-

written digit recognition method based on SVM classifier. In

this method, pyramid histogram of oriented gradient

(PHOG) is used to extract the features from the handwritten

digit images. After that, the extracted features are classified

using one-versus-all SVM classifier with linear, intersection,

degree five polynomial, and radial basis function (RBF)

kernels, respectively. In their experiments, for MNIST

dataset, the best error rate is 0:79% achieved by the poly-

nomial kernel SVM, and for USPS dataset, the success rate is

97:3% achieved by RBF kernel SVM. Moreover, many other

SVM-based algorithms have been proposed and developed

for handwritten digit recognition problem [22–28].

Artificial neural network (ANN) is another type of

supervised machine learning method, which has also been

widely used in handwritten digit recognition [29–35]. Gen-

erally, ANN differs from SVM in two important aspects: (1)

To classify nonlinear data, SVM uses a kernel function to

make the data linearly separable, but ANN employs multi-

layer connection and various activation functions to deal

with nonlinear problems and (2) SVM minimizes the

empirical and the structural risks learnt from the training

samples; however, ANN minimizes only the empirical risk

[36]. Zhan et al. [35] propose an ANN-based algorithm for

handwritten digit string recognition. This method consists of

two steps. Firstly, they use residual network to extract fea-

tures from digit images. Secondly, a recurrent neural net-

work is employed to model the data and for prediction. Note

that in order to train recurrent neural networks, connectionist

temporal classification is used as end to end training method.

They obtain the recognition rates of 89:75% and 91:14% for

ORAND-CAR-A and ORAND-CAR-B datasets [37],

respectively. These lower accuracy rates show that these two

datasets are more challenging than MNIST. Ciressan et al.

[38] develop a digit recognition method using deep big

multilayer perceptrons. To design the deep big ANN model,

nine hidden layers involving 2500 neurons per layer are used

to avoid overfitting. MNIST dataset is used as benchmark to

evaluate the performance of the classifier which depict that

the proposed ANN architecture provides high recognition

rate. Holmstrom [39] uses ANN classifier based on PCA

features. In this paper, the results show that ANN performs

poorly on the PCA features.

Recently, many research works have shown the improve-

ment in recognition performance using deep learning approa-

ches. For instance, Ciresan et al. [40] propose a deep neural

network model using convolutional neural network (CNN).

The architecture of the method is as follows: (1) two convo-

lutional layers with 20 and 40 filters and kernel size of 4 � 4

and 2 � 2; (2) each convolution layer is followed by one max-

pooling layer over non-overlapping regions of size 3 � 3; (3)

two fully connected layers containing 300 and 150 neurons; and

(4) one output layer with 10 neurons. The classifier is applied to

MNIST dataset and achieved 0:23% error rate. Wang et al. [41]

propose a deep learning method to solve the very low-resolu-

tion digit recognition problem. The method is designed based

on the CNN and it includes three convolutional layers and two

fully connected layers. This method is applied to SVHN dataset

and obtained the lowest error rates comparing to other machine

learning methods. Sermanet et al. [42] develop a deep learning

method for house numbers digit classification. Chellapilla et al.

[43] design a CNN model with two convolutional layers and

two fully connected layers for handwritten digit recognition

problem. The model uses a graphical processing unit (GPU)

implementation of convolutional neural networks for both

training and testing of handwritten digits. In this paper, they

showed the advantages of using GPUs over central processing

units (CPUs). In [44], different models of CNNs have been

discussed to achieve the highest accuracy rates for the hand-

written digit recognition on NIST dataset. Many other deep

learning methods have been designed and developed to obtain

high recognition rate for different handwritten digit datasets

[45–48].

2.2 Existing handwritten digit datasets

Different standard handwritten digit datasets have been

created in which the handwritten digits are preprocessed
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manually or automatically [49, 50]. In the preprocessing

phase, three different techniques are normally deployed,

namely denoising, segmentation, and normalization. Con-

sequently, the constructed dataset can be used for training

and testing machine learning models. Without aiming to be

exhaustive, the most widely used datasets (see Table 1) are

listed and described below:

MNIST dataset This is one of the most well-known and

most used standard datasets in digit recognition systems

and it is publicly available [51]. MNIST dataset is created

from the NIST dataset [51, 52]. It consists of 70,000

handwritten digit images in total, of which 60,000 are used

for training and the rest are used for testing. Since there are

10 different digit classes, for each digit class, there are

approximately 6000 different samples for training and

1000 for testing. In MNIST dataset, the digits are central-

ized and the images are size of 28 � 28 in grayscale. After

that, each image is stored as a vector with 784 elements

(28 � 28).

CENPARMI dataset CENPARMI [53] is another hand-

written digit dataset consisting of 6000 sample images of

which 4000 (400 samples per digit class) are used for

training and 2000 are used for testing. The handwritten

digit images of CENPARMI are obtained from live mail

images of USPS, scanned at 166 dpi [53]. However, this

dataset is not publicly available [54].

USPS dataset USPS [21, 55] includes 7291 training

images and 2007 testing images in grayscale for the digits 0

to 9. The images are with the size of 16 � 16, and people

have difficulty in recognizing the complex USPS digits

with reported human error rate of 2:5% [21]. This dataset is

publicly available.

Semeion dataset Semeion [56, 57] contains 1593 hand-

written digits written by 80 participants. Each participant

writes down all the digits from 0 to 9 on different papers,

twice. These digit images are with the size of 16 � 16 in

grayscale. The main problem of this dataset is that it has

very less digit images for machine learning algorithms.

CEDAR dataset CEDAR [10] comprises of 21,179

images from SUNY5 at Buffalo (USA) and they are

extracted from the images scanned at 300 dpi. The overall

dataset is partitioned into two parts with 18,468 images for

training and 2711 images for testing. This dataset is not

publicly available [58].

IRONOFF online/off-line handwriting dataset In [59],

IRONOFF dataset is introduced with isolated French

characters, digits, and cursive words. This dataset is online

and off-line collected from digitized documents written by

French writers. Besides this, it contains 4086 isolated

handwritten digits. For the off-line domain, the images are

scanned with a resolution of 300 dpi with 8 bits per pixel.

This dataset is not publicly available.

Besides the Latin handwritten digit datasets explained

and described above, other handwritten digit datasets have

been created in other languages. Some of them are

described below:

Table 1 Handwritten digit datasets in different languages

Dataset name Language Training

images

Test

images

Total

images

Publicly

available

Color type Digit

strings

MNIST [51] Latin 60,000 10,000 70,000 Yes Grayscale No

CEDAR [10] Latin 18,468 2711 21,179 No – No

Semeion [56] Latin 1200 393 1593 Yes Grayscale,

binary

No

USPS [55] Latin 7291 2007 9298 Yes Grayscale No

CASIA-HWDB [61] Chinese 800 220 1020 – Color No

Chars74K [66, 67] Latin 65,000 9000 74,000 Yes Natural images No

SRU [60] Persian 6450 2150 8600 Yes Grayscale No

IRONOFF [59] Latin 3700 386 4086 No – No

ADBase [62] Arabic 60,000 10,000 70,000 Yes Binary No

LAMIS-MSHD [65] French and

Arabic

– – 21,000 No RGB Yes

Synthetic [68] Latin 7500 2500 10,000 Yes Grayscale No

CENPARMI [53] Latin 4000 2000 6000 No – No

CENPARMI [53] Middle East 18,390 10,035 28,425 No – No

ARDIS, Dataset I Latin – – 10,000 Yes RGB Yes

ARDIS, Datasets II–

IV

Latin 6600 1000 7600 Yes Grayscale, RGB No
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SRU dataset SRU [60] is made up of 8600 handwritten

digit images for training and testing processes in Persian

language. This digit dataset is extracted from digitized

documents written by 860 undergraduate students from

universities in Tehran. All digit images are with the size of

40 � 40 pixels and obtained from the images scanned at

300 dpi resolution in grayscale. The training and test sets

contain 6450 and 2150 samples, respectively.

CASIA-HWDB dataset CASIA-HWDB [61] dataset

contains three different datasets. This dataset is created by

1020 Chinese participants. The isolated Chinese characters

and alphanumeric samples are extracted from handwritten

pages at scanned 300 dpi resolution in red–green–blue

(RGB) color space. The alphanumeric and character ima-

ges are segmented and labeled using annotation tools. In

this dataset, the background of images is white and the

digits are represented in grayscale.

ADBase dataset ADBase [62, 63] contains 70,000

Arabic handwritten binary digits written by 700 partici-

pants. Each participant writes 10 different digits on the

given papers 10 times. The papers are scanned with

300 dpi resolution of which the digits are automatically

extracted, categorized, and bounded. The training and test

sets include 60,000 (6000 images per class) and 10,000

(1000 images per class) binary digit images, respectively.

This dataset is publicly available [64].

LAMIS-MSHD dataset The LAMIS-MSHD (multi-script

handwritten dataset) [65] is newly created and it comprises

600 Arabic and 600 French text samples, 1300 signatures

and 21,000 digits. The dataset is extracted from 1300 forms

written by 100 Algerian people with different age groups

and educational backgrounds. The forms are scanned with

a resolution of 300 dpi with 24 bits per pixel. This dataset

is not publicly available [65].

Chars74K dataset Campos et al. [66] present a dataset

with 64 classes. It contains 7705 handwritten characters,

3410 hand drawn characters, and 62,992 synthesised

characters obtained from natural images, tablet, and com-

puter, respectively. As a result in this dataset, there are

more than 74,000 characters which are written in Latin,

Hindu, and Arabic languages. The dataset is publicly

available for researchers [66, 67].

Synthetic digit dataset Generally, the digits in the

datasets explained and described above are generated by

human efforts. Besides these datasets, there are also data-

sets that are generated artificially called synthetic. One of

the synthetic datasets is publicly available in MATLAB

toolbox [68]. This dataset includes 10,000 images of which

7500 images are training samples and 2500 images are test

samples. Another synthetic dataset is presented by Hochuli

et al. [44] which consists of numerical combinations of 2,

3, and 4 digits. The digit strings are built by concatenating

isolated digits of NIST dataset by using the machine

learning algorithm described by Ribas et al. [69].

2.3 Limitations of existing digit datasets

Section 2.2 comprehensively studies the available hand-

written digit datasets which can be leveraged by the

researchers in optical character recognition community.

The study reveals that there are five main issues with the

existing datasets which can be highlighted as follows: (1)

lack of sharing datasets and availability; (2) lack of datasets

that are constructed and labeled in same format; (3) lack of

availability of digit datasets constructed from historical

documents written in old handwriting styles with various

types of dip pens; (4) lack of availability of handwritten

digit string datasets (i.e., dates with transcriptions); and (5)

lack of availability of datasets without background clean-

ing and size normalization. These issues simply limit the

application of machine learning methods for handwritten

digit recognition, especially in historical documents anal-

ysis where the variability in styles becomes more promi-

nent. We believe these issues are the key elements to

justify the extension of the existing handwritten digit

datasets. Moreover, when a dataset is exposed to many

different inter-writer and intra-writer variations, the

recognition performance improves and becomes one step

closer to human performance. Additionally, too few

available digit datasets makes the digit recognition problem

more challenging to evaluate the robustness of retrieval

methods on large-scale galleries. Therefore, to support the

development of research in both handwritten digit and

handwritten numerical pattern recognition, it is necessary

to construct new digit datasets that would address the

shortcomings of the existing ones. In this manner, we

construct four different datasets obtained from Swedish

historical documents (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Illustration of handwritten digits collection from the top part of a Swedish handwritten document written in 1896 (color figure online)
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3 ARDIS dataset

Arkiv Digital is the largest online private provider of

Swedish church, census, military, and court records. The

Arkiv Digital dataset contains approximately 80 million

high-quality historical document images. The images in

this unique dataset are captured by different types of Canon

digital cameras in RGB format with the resolutions of

5184 � 3456 pixels in which the oldest recorded docu-

ments date back to the year 1186 and the newest ones are

from 2016. The collected image dataset is undoubtedly a

precious resource for genealogy, history, and computer

science researchers.

In order to construct the ARDIS digit dataset, only church

records are considered since they were written on a stan-

dardized template (e.g., tabulated form). These documents

were written by different priests in Swedish churches from

1895 to 1970. As the documents were written by different

writers and with different dip pens, the alphabets are scripted

in various sizes, directions, widths, arrangements, and

measurements. This might provide endless differences. The

digits are extracted from about 15,000 church document

images. Figure 3 demonstrates the distributions of the

number of documents in each year which also indicates that

there are 75 classes. Moreover, these documents are useful to

keep track of information about the residents who were born,

married, and/or dead in Sweden. Besides the information

about residents, the documents also contain other types of

information such as category of the book, year in which the

document was written, and many other attributes. In the rest

of this section, the procedure of collecting digits and char-

acteristics of digit images are discussed.

3.1 Data collection

In this paper, we introduce four different handwritten digit

datasets that are constructed from the Swedish historical

documents. The datasets (publicly available from: https://

ardisdataset.github.io/ARDIS/) are as follows:

Dataset I An automatic method is used to localize and

detect year information from 10,000 out of the 15,000

documents which are subsequently manually labeled. Note

that the years in the rest of the images are half-handwritten

and half-typed, so that they are discarded. The handwritten

year is cropped with the size of 175 � 95 pixels from each

document image and stored in RGB color space to form

this dataset as shown in the first row of Fig. 4. Each image

in this dataset contains 4-digit year as illustrated on the top

left and top right of the document image in Fig. 1. The

label vector is one-dimensional array of the corresponding

years on each document. This dataset can be used in var-

ious applications such as digit segmentation from digit

string samples, image binarization and digit string recog-

nition on degraded images (e.g., bleed-through, faint

handwritten digits, and weak text stroke) [44].

Dataset II This dataset is collected from some of the

15,000 document images and includes only isolated digits

from 0 to 9 in Latin alphabet. Each digit is manually

segmented from the document images as shown in Fig. 2.

To generate this dataset, only isolated digits are considered

(blue boxes in Fig. 2), while connected and overlapping

digits are discarded (red boxes in Fig. 2). To the best of our

knowledge, this dataset is the first one to provide images in

RGB color space and they are delivered in original size.

Contrary to other existing digit datasets, the digit images

are not size-normalized, but they are given in the original

size as in real-world cases, where there is variation in size

and writing style. Note that digit images in this dataset may

contain extra part(s) from other digits and other artifacts

(e.g., line dashes and noise) as shown in the second row of

Fig. 4. This dataset of segmented digits consists of 10

classes (0–9), with 760 samples per class. This dataset is

created to generate more reliable single-digit recognition

Fig. 3 Distribution of documents in each year in ARDIS dataset. The

horizontal axis and the vertical axis indicate the years and sample

numbers, respectively Fig. 4 Handwritten digit images from different datasets in ARDIS
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and segmentation systems on images with complex

backgrounds.

Dataset III The digits in this dataset are derived from the

dataset II, where the images are denoised. The images in

the previous dataset, as shown in second row of Fig. 4,

contain artifacts such as noise, dash lines, and partial view

of the other digits. In order to create dataset III, the artifacts

on each image are manually cleaned as shown in the third

row of Fig. 4. When setting up this dataset, a uniform

distribution of the occurrences of each digit was ensured. In

other words, this dataset consists of 7600 denoised hand-

written digit images in RGB color space.

Dataset IV This dataset is derived from the dataset III,

where the images are in grayscale and size-normalized as

shown on the last row of Fig. 4. More specifically, this

dataset contains images with the size of 28 � 28 where the

background is black and digits are in grayscale. This

dataset mimics the image dimensions in the MNIST data-

set. Such standardization in data format allows researchers

to easily combine it with MNIST to include more varia-

tions of handwriting styles. This may improve the perfor-

mance of digit recognition methods. This dataset contains

7600 handwritten digit images of which 6600 samples are

used for training and 1000 for testing.

3.2 Data characteristics

ARDIS dataset is featured in several aspects. First, this

digit dataset is collected from Swedish church records

written in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. There-

fore, the ARDIS dataset covers a wide range of the nine-

teenth- and twentieth-century handwritten styles such as

Gothic, cursive, copperplate, and printing. Second, the

digits are written by different priests using various types of

dip pen, nib, and ink which result in different methods of

sketching and yielding different appearances. For instance,

only nib angle can control the thickness of strokes which

generate uncountable variations in writing digits. Third,

applying various pressures on a nip can cause of flowing

different amount of ink which generates unlimited varia-

tions in digit writing. Other aspects such as size of digits,

age of documents, and distortions also influence the char-

acteristic of the digits. For instance, in the documents the

same digits were written with many different sizes; thus,

the shape of the digits can be diverse. The poor quality of

the used papers and inks in the nineteenth and twentieth

centuries results in rapid deterioration of documents and

handwritings [70]. This simply generates many distortions

in the appearance of digits and their backgrounds. All those

characteristics in documents lead to a generation of unique

digit dataset where the digits appear with many variations.

4 Benchmark evaluation

4.1 Architecture of compared methods

For quantitative evaluations, different classifier and learn-

ing methods such as kNN, random forest, one-versus-all

SVM classifier with RBF kernel, recurrent neural network

(RNN), and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are

used. The first compared method is kNN-based handwritten

digit classifier. In the kNN, the distance between feature

vector values of the test image and feature vector values of

every training image is estimated using the Euclidian dis-

tance and digits are classified by the majority class of its

k-nearest neighbors in the training dataset. In this algo-

rithm, the raw pixel values are used as feature values. The

appropriate choice of k has significant impact on the

diagnostic performance of the kNN algorithm. In our

experiments, the optimal value of k is empirically chosen

as 1 for classification of handwritten digits.

The second compared method is random forest classi-

fier. In the random forest approach, the raw pixels in the

images are first normalized to 0; 1½ � and then used as fea-

ture values. The random forest classifier includes two

parameters which are: (1) the number L of trees in the

forest and (2) the number K of random features preselected

in the splitting process. In our experiments, we use L ¼ 100

and K ¼ 12 as optimal parameters. The comprehensive

evaluation of these parameters is discussed in [16].

The third handwritten digit recognition method is based

on RBF kernel SVM. To evaluate the performance of SVM

learning and classifier methods, the raw pixels of images

and the histogram of oriented gradients (HOGs) are used as

feature vectors. Therefore, these two feature types generate

two different experimental setup called as SVM and HOG–

SVM in the rest of the paper. The HOG feature descriptor

has two parameters that need to be set: (1) the size of the

cell in pixels and (2) the number of orientation bins. Here,

we set them as 4 � 4 and 8, respectively. Moreover, RBF

kernel SVM classifier has also two different parameters,

which are non-overlapping blocks c and the dimensions of

the eigenvector space C. In our experiments, we use c ¼
0:001 and C ¼ 1.

The fourth handwritten digit classifier is based on RNN

with a three-layer neural network. In RNN classifier, the

pixel values of the normalized image are used as feature

values. Here, the number of training examples used in one

iteration (batch size) is 128 and samples in each batch pass

forward and backward through the RNN (epoch) 10 times.

In addition, ReLU is used as an activation function in the

hidden layers and Softmax is applied to estimate proba-

bilities of each output class.
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The fifth compared method is CNN-based handwritten

digit classifier. This classifier includes two convolutional

layers, two fully connected layers, and one output layer.

The first convolutional layer uses 32 filters with the kernel

size of 5 � 5, whereas the second convolutional layer

employs 64 filters with the same kernel size. The convo-

lutional layers are equipped with max-pooling filters with

the pool size of 2. Each fully connected layer includes 128

nodes. Moreover, ReLU is used as an activation function in

the convolutional and fully connected layers. In addition,

Softmax is used to calculate probabilities of each output

class in the last layer of the fully connected neural network.

Note that the highest probability belongs to the target class.

Total number of training examples present in a single batch

is 200, and epoch size is 10. Furthermore, all the afore-

mentioned methods are performed with Python 3.2 on Intel

Core i7 processor (2.40-GHz) and 4-GB RAM.

4.2 Experimental setup

Dataset Split In this paper, for evaluation purposes, three

different datasets such as MNIST, USPS, and ARDIS are

used. MNIST dataset includes 60,000 training samples and

10,000 test samples. Each sample is in grayscale with the

size of 28 � 28. In USPS dataset, the training and test sets

contain 7291 and 2007, respectively. The images are in

grayscale with the resolution of 28 � 28. In ARDIS dataset,

we randomly split the data into training (approximately

86:85%) and test (about 13:15%) sets, resulting in 6600

training and 1000 test digit images. To fairly compare

different classifiers and learning algorithms, the dataset IV

of ARDIS is used. In this dataset, the images are in

grayscale with the size of 28 � 28. In all the used datasets,

the digits’ pixels are in grayscale and the background is

black. For instance, ten different digits from ARDIS,

MNIST, and USPS digits are shown in Fig. 5.

Evaluation metrics In this paper, two different evalua-

tion techniques are used to evaluate the performance of the

classifiers on the digit datasets. The first one is classifica-

tion accuracy which is defined as the percentage of the

correctly labeled samples. It can be formulated as follows:

Accuracy ¼ TP

TP þ TN
ð1Þ

where TP is true positive which is the number of digit

values correctly identified and TN is true negative that is

the number of digit samples incorrectly identified by the

classifier. The second evaluation method is confusion

matrix. In the confusion matrix, the diagonal elements

represent the number of points for which the predicted

label is equal to the true label, while the off-diagonal ele-

ments are those that are wrongly labeled by the classifier.

Note that the higher the diagonal values of the confusion

matrix, the better is the result of the classifier. In other

words, this indicates many correct predictions.

4.3 Comparison of digit recognition methods
on various datasets

In the first experiment, a preliminary evaluation was con-

ducted on MNIST dataset. More specifically, the compared

machine learning methods are trained and tested on

MNIST dataset. The results are tabulated in Table 2.

According to the results, all the methods provide promising

results for MNIST handwritten digit recognition with over

93% accuracy rate. This is due to the fact MNIST training

and test samples have very similar characteristics. The

highest accuracy rate is obtained using CNN which is

99:18%, whereas the lowest percentage belongs to RBF

kernel SVM on the raw pixels, which is 93:78%. Moreover,

we also use RBF kernel SVM on the HOG features. The

results illustrate good performance of RBF kernel SVM on

the HOG features with the error rate of 2:18%. Random

Fig. 5 Illustration of digit values from 0 to 9: a ARDIS, b MNIST, and c USPS
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forest and RNN provide the recognition accuracy of

94:82% and 96:95%, respectively. Furthermore, these

results show that the machine learning models work well to

achieve high-accuracy results for MNIST dataset, and

hence, these models are used for the next experiments in

the paper.

The second experiment focuses on evaluation of diver-

sities and similarities of different digit dataset. To achieve

this, two different cases are considered. The first case

considers the evaluation of machine learning methods

which are trained on MNIST dataset and tested on ARDIS.

The second case studies the performance of the classifi-

cation methods that are trained on USPS dataset and tested

on ARDIS. The overall results are given in Table 3. The

results show high recognition error rates on ARDIS which

indicate that there are many diversities between the digits

on the existing datasets (MNIST and USPS) and ARDIS.

More specifically, these low recognition accuracy rates

simply mean that the samples in ARDIS dataset are more

challenging than MNIST and USPS, and hence, the models

generated by them cannot classify the samples in ARDIS.

In ARDIS digit classification, the main challenges are: (1)

the digits are written in Gothic, printing, copperplate, and

cursive handwriting styles using different types of dip pen;

(2) the handwritten digits are not of the same size, thick-

ness, and orientation; and (3) the pattern and appearance of

the digits are varying widely as they are taken from the old

handwritten documents and written by different priests.

Due to these complexities, the models obtained using

MNIST and USPS mostly fail to correctly discriminate the

digits in ARDIS, especially for the numbers in copperplate

and cursive styles. According to the results tabulated in

Table 3, the highest recognition accuracy rate is obtained

using CNN model with MNIST which is 58:80%. More-

over, the lowest recognition accuracy rate is obtained using

random forest with USPS which is 17:15%. The results

prove that the machine learning methods with the existing

datasets cannot provide high recognition accuracy on

ARDIS dataset. Furthermore, the quantitative evaluation

demonstrates that the methods learned from the data rep-

resented by descriptive features (e.g., HOG and CNN

features) significantly outperform as compared with the

methods learned from the raw pixel and normalized pixel

features.

Figure 6 shows the confusion matrices generated using

CNN method which is trained on the publicly available

datasets and tested on ARDIS. Figure 6a illustrates the

results of CNN trained on MNIST and tested on ARDIS.

The results show that numbers 2, 6, 7, and 9 reduce the

recognition rates. For instance, CNN model incorrectly

identifies the number 2 as the digits 5 and 8, the number 6

as the digits 0 and 5, the number 7 as the digit 2, and the

number 9 as the digits 7 and 8. Figure 6b depicts the

confusion matrix of CNN, trained on USPS and tested on

ARDIS. It is clear that most of the numbers are wrongly

predicted.

The third experiment aims at understanding and ana-

lyzing the effectiveness and robustness of the learning and

recognition methods using ARDIS dataset. In this experi-

ment, 6600 samples are used for training and 1000 samples

for testing. Table 4 compares the recognition accuracy

rates of six methods on ARDIS. The results verify that the

methods provide very high recognition rates. The highest

recognition result is achieved using CNN model with

98:60% accuracy rate. The second-highest performance

belongs to RBF kernel SVM with HOG features with the

error rate of 4:5%. RBF kernel SVM on the raw pixels

provides the accuracy rate of 92:40%. RNN acts slightly

worse than SVM on the raw pixels and gives 91:12%

recognition rate. The worse recognition performances are

obtained using random forest and kNN methods with error

rates of 13:00% and 10:40%, respectively. Even though the

digits in this dataset are complex and written in various

handwriting styles, the overall results show that the

learning methods provide more effective and robust mod-

els, even though ARDIS has less training samples (6600)

than MNIST (60,000).

Table 2 Recognition accuracy of machine learning methods on

MNIST dataset

Method Recognition accuracy (%)

CNN 99.18

SVM 93.78

HOG–SVM 97.82

kNN 97.31

Random forest 94.82

RNN 96.95

Table 3 Handwritten digit recognition accuracy using different

machine learning methods for Case I: training set: MNIST, testing set:

ARDIS and Case II: training set: USPS, testing set: ARDIS

Method Case I: Accuracy (%) Case II: Accuracy (%)

CNN 58.80 35.44

SVM 43.40 30.62

HOG–SVM 56.18 33.18

kNN 50.15 22.72

Random forest 20.12 17.15

RNN 45.74 28.96
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4.4 Performance of different CNN models
on various digit datasets

In this section, the recognition performance of different

CNN models on MNIST and ARDIS datasets is examined.

In this experiment, two different scenarios are considered.

In the first scenario, CNN classifier is trained on MNIST

and the model is tested on ARDIS. In the second scenario,

CNN is trained on ARDIS and tested on MNIST. For fair

comparisons in both scenarios, 6600 training samples are

used from each dataset, which is the size of training set in

ARDIS dataset. The training samples are modeled using 1,

2, 3, and 4 convolutional layers, and each one is followed

by two fully connected layers (each one has 128 nodes) and

one output layer. Here, in all experiments, ReLU is used as

an activation function in the convolutional and fully con-

nected layers and Softmax function is used to obtain

probabilities of each output class in the last layer of fully

connected neural network. CNN with one convolutional

layer uses 16 filters. CNN with two convolutional layer

uses 16 and 32 filters. CNN with three convolutional layers

uses 16, 32, and 64 filters. CNN with four convolutional

layers uses 16, 32, 64, and 64 filters. In the aforementioned

CNN architectures, the kernel size is 3 � 3. Moreover, the

epoch size, batch size, and learning rate are 10, 200, and

0.001, respectively. In the CNN models, the cross-entropy

loss function is minimized using Adam optimizer and

weights are initialized randomly. According to the accu-

racy rates in Fig. 7, the model generated by one and three

convolutional layers using MNIST provides slightly better

results than CNN trained on ARDIS. However, CNN with

two and four convolutional layers trained on ARDIS and

tested on MNIST gives better results than the models

generated by MNIST. Aside from this, CNN with three and

four convolutional layers provides accuracy rates of 59.50

and 54.81 for the first scenario and 57.26 and 57.21 for the

second scenario, respectively. These results clearly illus-

trate that increasing convolutional layers in CNN does not

always improve the classifier performance. Adding more

convolutional layers to the network leads to higher training

Fig. 6 Confusion matrix of the tested ARDIS samples with CNN classifier trained on: a MNIST and b USPS dataset

Table 4 Handwritten digit recognition using machine learning

methods on ARDIS dataset

Method Recognition accuracy %

CNN 98.60

SVM 92.40

HOG–SVM 95.50

kNN 89.60

Random forest 87.00

RNN 91.12

Fig. 7 Recognition accuracy results using different CNN models with

different number of convolutional layers, performed on two datasets.

The kernel size is set to 3 � 3
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error due to the degradation and vanishing gradients which

causes the optimization gets stuck in a local minimum

[71, 72].

4.5 Merging datasets: the impact of different
amount of training data

This section discusses the performance of the machine

learning methods on various merged datasets. To generate

the merged datasets, 15, 30, 60, and 100 percentages of the

training samples from MNIST and ARDIS datasets are

randomly selected and combined. Note that the classes are

equally represented. This results in four different training

datasets with different sizes. For instance, to obtain the first

merged training samples, we randomly select 15% from

each training dataset, which creates a merged dataset with

9900 training samples. Moreover, all the test samples in

MNIST (10,000) and ARDIS (1000) datasets are used to

compare the performance of the recognition methods.

Furthermore, for 15%, 30%, and 60%, we run the algo-

rithms 10 times and the averaged results are shown in

Tables 5, 6, and 7.

Table 5 illustrates the recognition performance of the

classifiers on 15% merged dataset (15% MNIST and 15%

ARDIS). The results show that the compared methods on

the merged dataset provide promising classification results.

With this dataset, the recognition accuracy rates for CNN,

HOG–SVM, SVM, RNN, kNN, and random forest are

97:62%, 95:73%, 94:48%, 94:12%, 93:59%, and 90:17%,

respectively. Based on the results, the best performance

belongs to CNN, whereas the worse recognition accuracy is

obtained using random forest method. Besides this, the

results indicate that combining ARDIS with MNIST, even

with low percentages, leads to a learning model that can

classify more diverse handwriting styles. Table 3 shows

that CNN trained on MNIST and tested on ARDIS gave

58:80% accuracy rate; however, by adding only 15% of

ARDIS dataset to MNIST, the recognition accuracy rate

can be increased by 39:28%. In addition, the learning

methods in Table 3 used 60,000 training samples which is

computationally expensive, but the results in Table 5 are

obtained using only 9900 training samples which decreases

the computational cost.

Moreover, the results in Tables 6, 7, and 8 prove that

increasing the number of training samples in the merged

datasets raises the performance of all methods for hand-

written digit recognition. Table 6 shows that the recogni-

tion accuracy rates for CNN, HOG–SVM, RNN, SVM,

kNN, and random forest using 30% from each dataset are

98:08%, 96:18%, 96:05%, 95:87%, 95:72%, and 92:21%,

respectively. This simply shows that increasing the number

of training samples twice raises the accuracy of the

Table 5 Handwritten digit recognition using machine learning

methods on merged dataset: training set: 15% MNISTþ 15% ARDIS,

testing set: MNISTþARDIS

Method Recognition accuracy (%)

CNN 97.62

SVM 94.48

HOG–SVM 95.73

kNN 93.59

Random forest 90.17

RNN 94.12

Table 6 Handwritten digit recognition using machine learning

methods on merged dataset: training set: 30% MNISTþ 30% ARDIS,

testing set: MNISTþARDIS

Method Recognition accuracy (%)

CNN 98.08

SVM 95.87

HOG–SVM 96.18

kNN 95.72

Random forest 92.21

RNN 96.05

Table 7 Handwritten digit recognition using machine learning

methods on merged dataset: training set: 60% MNISTþ 60% ARDIS,

testing set: MNISTþARDIS

Method Recognition accuracy %

CNN 98.47

SVM 96.23

HOG–SVM 97.38

kNN 96.01

Random forest 92.87

RNN 96.28

Table 8 Handwritten digit recognition using machine learning

methods on merged dataset: training set: 100% MNISTþ 100%
ARDIS, testing set: MNISTþARDIS

Method Recognition accuracy

CNN 99.34

SVM 96.48

HOG–SVM 98.08

kNN 96.63

Random forest 93.12

RNN 96.74
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aforementioned classifiers by 0:46%, 1:07%, 1:93%,

1:39%, 2:13%, and 2:04%, respectively. Table 7 depicts

that the accuracy rates for CNN, HOG–SVM, RNN, SVM,

kNN, and random forest using 60% from each dataset are

98:47%, 97:38%, 96:28%, 96:23%, 96:01%, and 92:87%,

respectively. These results indicate that increasing the

number of training samples four times can improve the

accuracy of the methods by 0:85%, 1:65%, 2:16%, 1:75%,

2:42%, and 2:70%, respectively. Table 8 illustrates that the

accuracy rates for CNN, HOG–SVM, RNN, kNN, SVM,

and random forest using 100% from each dataset are

99:34%, 98:08%, 96:74%, 96:63%, 96:48%, and 93:12%,

respectively. This experiment demonstrate that combining

all the training samples improves the accuracy of the

machine learning methods by 1:72%, 2:35%, 2:62%,

3:04%, 2:00%, and 2:95%, respectively. From all the above

experiments, we can conclude that the performance of kNN

classifier highly depends on the number of training sam-

ples, whereas CNN method is the least sensitive method.

RBF kernel SVM on the raw pixel features also shows that

the number of training samples has low impact on its

performance. This experimental setup also explains that

combining the training set for handwriting digit recognition

can be beneficial when the added data increase diversity of

the original training data. For instance, the recognition

rates in Table 3 are improved by adding ARDIS dataset to

MNIST as ARDIS training data cover wide ranges of digits

that are written with various writing styles, stroke thick-

nesses, orientations, sizes, and pen types. Furthermore, the

same conclusion can be reached by comparing the results

in Fig. 7 with the ones in Table 8.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced four different digit datasets in

ARDIS which is the first publicly available historical digit

dataset (https://ardisdataset.github.io/ARDIS/). They are

constructed from the Swedish historical documents written

between the year 1895 and 1970 and contain: (1) digit

string images in RGB color space, (2) single-digit images

with original appearance, (3) single-digit images with clean

background without size normalization, and (4) single-digit

images in the same format as MNIST. ARDIS dataset

increases diversity by representing more variations in

handwritten digits which can improve the performance of

digit recognition systems. Moreover, in this paper, a

number of machine learning methods trained on different

digit datasets and tested on ARDIS dataset are evaluated

and investigated. The results show that machine learning

methods give poor recognition performance which indi-

cates that the digits in ARDIS dataset have different fea-

tures and characteristics as compared to the other existing

digit datasets. We encourage other researchers to use

ARDIS dataset for testing their own affective handwritten

digit recognition methods.
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